Dear Colleagues,

Patenting ideas that are generated while carrying out R&D is one of the effective ways to record them and disseminate them to the world. Moreover, they help in quantifying the innovation and help in building commercial value by way of intellectual property (IP) creation. IIT Kanpur, DoRD office and SIIC has been very supportive of these efforts over the years - which is evident from the large number of patents filed regularly from SCDT and FlexE Centre. We are delighted that one of the persons who has helped many of us file, maintain and facilitate in commercialising our patents, Mr. Ravi Pandey will be helping us answer the question “Is my invention patentable?” in the next Tuesday seminar at the centre. Knowing the answer to the question should help us ensure we record and protect our IPs better. The details of the seminar along with the talk-abstract and speaker-bio appear below. You are encouraged to join the presentation on Tuesday evening if you are in a position to do so.

With regards
S.K.I.

Weekly Seminar Title:
Title: “Is my invention patentable?”

Date: 22nd February, 2022
Time: 7:30 PM to 8:30 PM
Zoom link details for the event is given above

Abstract of talk:
Inventions can be protected by filing patent application in a specific jurisdiction. Patents provide an exclusive right to an applicant by prohibiting others from using it or exploiting commercially. However, all inventions are not a subject matter of patent and require due diligence to ensure an invention can be filed as a patent application.
The due diligence involves a proper analysis from the perspective of defined category of "Inventions" as per the Patent Act 1970, followed by a Prior Art Search Report, that ensures that the said invention is not existing in the public domain. The speaker will discuss some nuances of patentability check and precautions for protecting an invention.

Bio:

Ravi Pandey is working as Research Establishment Officer (IP & Technology Transfer) at IIT Kanpur, he is a seasoned IP professional & has 10+ years of experience in IP Management including Policy development, Technology valuation, Technology Transfer and Start-up Incubation. He has formulated the IPR policy, Staff Entrepreneurship & Faculty Entrepreneurship Policy of IIT Kanpur, he is also the advisor on Innovation & incubation for Jharkhand Government, IIT Jammu, West Bengal Government & SATI Vidisha. He has been awarded “Outstanding Performance Award” by Start-up India for promotion of Innovation related activities, Impactful Technology Transfer Award by AUTM USA & Master Trainer Award by European Patent Office.

He has facilitated filing of more than 1000+ Patents for Institutions & Start-ups and has facilitated 50+ Technology transfer transactions to Industry partners, he is a Qualified RTTP and has Certifications in IPR Management from WIPO, Switzerland & European Patent Office.

He is a keynote speaker at several Innovation & Incubation related seminars across different Universities & Institutions.
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